
NOT every band is
reaching for the stars.
Punk boys The Human
Project know there’s a glass
ceiling they’ll NEVER shatter.
But it hasn’t doused the
flames of ambition burning
inside them.
Frontman Jonny Smith said:
“You accept it when you play
punk music like we do. We
can’t complain that not as
many people like it as pop —
that’s just the way it is.
“You accept that it’s not got
a wider audience. We play it

because we like the music and
we accept it’s not as popular
as other genres.
“What I like about it is the
gigs are never going to be
arena-sized. I suppose that’s a
downer from a financial point
of view but we prefer the
intimate shows.
“You cram lots of people into
a small venue, there’s much
more of a unified vibe where
everybody is out there for each
other. You have a community
feel rather than some massive
arena where everyone is a com-
plete stranger.
“Commitment is definitely

the word to use, all the bands
get on well and there’s rules
people abide by. It’s not just
about money. People value
other things — the music and
the passion for the genre.
“I’ve seen a lot of bands
come and go, probably because
of the lack of success and
options, so a lot of them give
up. They do a couple of years
and the lack of movement gets
on top of them — it’s a hard
scene to make headway in.”
The Leeds outfit are not only
doing just that, they’re also
keen to educate and shoot
down some old punk stereo-

types. Setting the record
straight, Jonny, 27, explained:
“The punk rock scene nowadays
is far from the Sex Pistols’
days where they were spitting
on people — it’s much different.
“It’s more of a European
thing now whereas the Sex
Pistols were very British. Now
it’s a worldwide amalgamation
of the word punk.
“People should give it a try
if they’ve never listened to it
before. If someone is into Take
That, it’s unlikely they will
enjoy it — but they should give
it a go as you never know,
they could be a punk fan

waiting to discover punk.” And
a perfect way into that world
is the band’s debut EP Trials —
out on Monday.
They’re releasing it on their
own label despite having offers
to sign a deal.
Jonny said: “We’re currently
unsigned but I think in this
day and age that’s a good
thing. We’ve had offers from
labels but they couldn’t offer
us anything that was worth
signing for. We do a lot our-
selves like booking gigs, doing
promos and getting the records
out. Unless someone can offer
us something worthwhile, we’re
not going to sign.
“The EP is a very good repre-
sentation of us. We wanted to
do an album but we didn’t
want to wait. So we’ve done
this to get something out and
let people hear our songs.
“It’s all very fast paced,
relentless from start to finish.
There’s no filler or songs put
in there to space it out.

Honest
“We do some choruses that
repeat but we’re definitely
about no filler, it’s all about
content — there’s no parts in
our songs for the sake of it.”
The lads will be putting
their money where their mouth
is on their UK tour.
It stops off at The Kage in
Dundee on Wednesday night.
Jonny fizzed: “Punk is very
much an underground scene,
it’s good in some cities and not
so good in others.
“In the big ones like Man-
chester, Birmingham, London,
Glasgow and Edinburgh —
there are good promoters
putting on gigs but I wouldn’t
say the scene is thriving.
“You have to know the right
sort of people to get involved,
but it is up-and-coming —
hopefully there’s a bit of a
wave that we can ride over the
next few years.
“We’re an honest band, we’re
not out to take over the world

but we’re definitely out to
do our best, playing
good live shows.
“If anyone is
interested in what
we do — then
they need to
come see us.”
Q For more info,
check out face-
book.com/the-
humanprojectuk
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ASTEROIDS
WHO: Rory Connaghan (vocals/
guitars), Jonathan Nowell (pro-
gramming/percussion), Simon
Duffy (programming/keys/bass)
WHERE: Edinburgh/London
FOR FANS OF: New Order,
Metronomy, Beta Band
JIM SAYS: More than once I’ve
championed a band, only for
them to fall at the last hurdle.
Edinburgh’s xvectors were an

act that sadly fell by the wayside
despite attracting praise from
the likes of Soulwax and Optimo
founders Twitch & Wilkes and
touring extensively with Klaxons.
But they left behind the under-

ground classic Now Is The
Winter Of Our Discotheque,
which was key to the formation
of Asteroids.
Jonathan Nowell — AKA Jon

Kahuna, one half of DJ and pro-
duction duo FC Kahuna — was
working on new material with
Simon Duffy, originally from
Aberdeen and whose credits as
a writer, programmer, producer
and remixer include Amy Wine-
house, Simple Minds, Leftfield,
Planet Funk and Dirty Vegas.

Working on some tracks
together in London, Jon and Si
planted the seeds of Asteroids.
They just needed a singer and

Jon had been listening to Now Is
The Winter Of Our Discotheque,
and decided to track down xvec-
tors vocalist Rory Connaghan.
It just so happened that Perth

lad Connaghan was in London
at the time, and able to hook up
with the other guys in the studio
the very next day.
Rory told me: “Getting a call

out of the blue was quite strange
at first. It was initially just to work
on one song, but once we
started and had a few nights out,
it was clear there was great

chemistry.” Asteroids’ debut sin-
gle The Distance slipped out at
the end of last year. It’s a perfect
taster, a soaring electro rocker
with dark overtones.
It’s described as “an elec-

tronic love letter to the ghosts of
Ian Curtis and Martin Hannett,
written in the basement of an all-
night Berlin techno dive”.
But Rory recalls it took a while

to get it right. He said: “Simon’s
one of the best in the business
and works his singers hard. I’m
pretty sure we had 100 takes on
This Distance when we started
to mix.
“I think we are all trying to

make something which vast
swathes of the industry has
been trying to kill recently —
ambitious, forward-looking pop
music with honesty, feeling and
occasionally, very occasionally
in these troubled times, hope.”
Here’s to that!

MORE: facebook.com/asteroids-
music
Q Jim will be playing Asteroids
on In:Demand Uncut — Sun-
day 7-10pm on Clyde 1, Forth
One, Northsound 1, Radio Bor-
ders, Tay FM, West FM & West
Sound FM. see jimgellatly.com

COMEDIAN Tony
Hawks is famed for
his off-beat adventures
and ridiculous bets —
most notably the
wager that resulted in
his brilliant mid-Nine-
ties adventure Round
Ireland With A Fridge.
I caught up with the
Fridgeman — whose book
has been turned into a film
starring fellow comics Sean
Hughes and Ed Byrne —
before his book talk at
Dave’s Leicester Comedy
Festival.
Early in our chat, I come
clean to Tony about the
fact he is one of my heroes.

Hero
“It’s funny you say that,”
he tells me. “I inter-
viewed a hero of mine
yesterday for a radio
documentary I’m doing.
“He’s Neil Innes and
he was a big star in the
Sixties with the Bonzo
Dog Doo-dah Band.
“Not only that, but
he’s credited as a writer
on the Oasis single
Whatever, after a much-
hyped lawsuit over the
originality of the chorus
tune.
“The reality is that his
publishers were the
ones that sued, and he
didn’t have a problem.
“But I didn’t admit to
him that he was a hero.
Perhaps I should have.”
Maybe he should.
They could have

recorded a duet together,
what with Tony being an
ex-chart star with his Stut-
ter Rap single by Morris
Minor And The Majors.
I’m keen to know what
drives the joker — who has
also played the Moldovan
football team at tennis and
released a single in Albania
with the late Norman Wis-
dom — to complete these
bizarre tasks, rather than
just give up like the rest of
us would.
He says: “As a kid I used
to play these tennis tourna-
ments, and you had to
hang in there and fight.
You’d be 3-1 down in a set
and have to really dig in.
“On the one hand you
think, ‘why do I bother
doing that?’ but on the
other hand, it feels good
when you overcome it.
“If you don’t ever fight

in life, you might be some-
one that ends up with
some regret.
“You end up making
excuses for yourself, like ‘I
didn’t do it because of this
or that’ when you know
you could easily have got
whatever it is done.”
The reality of experienc-
ing Tony’s books is that,
while always charmingly
amusing and utterly ridicu-
lous in nature, they are
quite moving too.
Especially when demon-
strating the willingness of
strangers to help another
achieve even the most
whimsical of goals.
But is he a visionary, or
just a bit mad?

Normal
“I do believe the world is
a bit mad,” he says.

“So normal is mad,
really.
“I don’t see the sanity
of many people, who do
a job they don’t like for
years. Stressful, paying
bills, so they can retire
when they’re too old to
do anything.
“I remember being told
when I was younger,
‘enjoy these, the best
days of your life’.
“You want to say, ‘no,
cos I don’t want to end
up like you!’
“But I don’t think I’m
mad — it’s everyone else
that is.”
l Round Ireland With A
Fridge is available on DVD
and CD at roundirelandwith-
afridge.com. See tony-
hawks.com for more info.
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RINSE FM @ The Arches,
Glasgow, tomorrow:

London’s leading grime and
dubstep radio station is hitting the
road with some key players.
DJ Zinc, pictured, heads the bill

— showing off the skills that have
made him a scene legend since the
heyday of drum & bass.
P-Money, Plastician, Brackles,

Elijah and Skilliam also take to the
decks for a night of the freshest
urban beats.

$
SENSU @ Sub Club,
Glasgow, tonight: Tech-house

favourite Tobi Neumann makes a
welcome return to the Subbie’s
booth.
The Berliner — also a regular

at Frankfurt’s notorious Cocoon
parties — never disappoints.

%
JUDGE JULES @ City, Edin-
burgh, tomorrow:

Original superstar DJ
Jules may be about
to leave Radio 1 —
where he’s been
rocking the air-
waves every week-
end for 14 years —

but he’s still going strong on the
circuit. Get your glowsticks out and
go crazy as he hits the capital.

&
ON THE HOUSE @ O’Cou-
ture, Glasgow, tonight: Two of

the house scene’s hottest stars —
Dimitri Vegas and Like Mike — hit
Glasgow. The supporting cast
includes Neil Hood, the House
Bandits and Peter Farley.

(
JAGUAR SKILLS @ Liquid
Room, Edinburgh, tomorrow:

A rare performance from interna-
tional man of mystery and DJ
wizard extraordinaire Jaguar Skills.
You can hear him slicing and

dicing beats like a ninja every week
on Trevor Nelson’s Radio 1 show,
and now’s your chance to see him
rock a dancefloor.
Q Email your news and listings to
tom.churchill@the-sun.co.uk
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THE Jezabels hit No 2 in Oz
with their album Prisoner.
Now they’ll hit Oran Mor in

Glasgow on February 26 and
Edinburgh’s Electric Circus 24
hours later, ahead of its UK
release next month.
All the info is at thejezabels.

com

ELECTRO groovesters Miike
Snow have a new album and
its first single Paddling Out is a
cracker.
It’s out on March 11, but you

can watch the mad video for it,
packed full of laughs but with
some stomach turning antics
too, now at miikesnow.com

-TONYHAWKS
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